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Bestsellers
Moomin House Deco Puzzle
Are you or your children fans of the Moomin universe? Then you will love this super fun and
exciting puzzle of the Moomin house, where you can see what the Moomins are doing in all their
rooms! Everyone loves the cute little Moomins, and who wouldn’t love to help them build their
house?
Puzzles are a really good learning tool for your child. When we play with puzzles, we use both
sides of the brain, as we both have to visualize/imagine what the puzzles are going to look like
when assembled whilst having to figure out which pieces should be placed right or left, up or
down.
There are many advantages to laying puzzles including the development of the child's hand-eye
coordination, gross motoring, fine motor skills, colour recognition, character understanding,
memory, problem solving, patience, social skills, relaxation, and immersion.
With the youngest children, you should start with a simple puzzle with only a few large pieces.
As your child gets older, the puzzles should also become more complicated and contain smaller
pieces. When the puzzle is laid, the child can explore the House, where Mommy makes pancakes
and little My jumps around and having fun.
Barbo Toys products are designed with passion in Denmark and prioritize sustainability and highquality materials and innovative game ideas that are intended to support and stimulate your
child's imagination and learning development.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976066057 £21.99

Moomin Soft Bowling set
Moomin Soft Bowling set - This colourful and soft Moomin Bowling set is fun to play at touch for
even the youngest children. This cute bowling set has soft balls and cones which makes it the
perfect indoor bowling game.
Even the youngest children at 12 months old can participate in this bowling game and try out
their throwing abilities and hand-eye coordination. The 2 included balls are a good size for small
hands. The risk of hard throws and smashed objects is minimized with the soft balls and cones.
The bowling set comes in a practical storage bag with smart handles, so the bowling set is easy
to bring on a trip. All parts of the game are decorated with cute illustrations from the Moomin
universe. Suitable for children aged 1+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072607 £37.99

Moomins Domino
Classic dominoes game using pieces with motifs from the world of the Moomins. Beautiful and
colourful picture dominoes and classic dominoes in one. Dominoes are played by 2-4 players.
Our products are designed and manufactured according to the philosophy "learn through play"
and actively support and stimulate the child's imagination and learning development. Suitable
for children aged 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976071068 £11.99
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Classics Line
Deco Puzzles
This Deco puzzles comes in a fun shaped box. With this game children get the opportunity to
assemble puzzles with large pieces that are easy to hold and place. The box also serves as a nice
decoration in your children's room.
Puzzles are a really good training and development you can give your child. When we play with
puzzles, we use both sides of the brain, as we both have to visualize/imagine what the puzzles
are going to look like when assembled whilst having to figure out which pieces should be placed
right or left, up or down. Suitable for children aged 3+ years.

Deco Puzzle Dog
A cute deco puzzle with dogs. This Deco puzzle comes in a fun shaped box, which is perfect for
dog happy children. The puzzle is with 4 different cute dogs in cute clothes, a bow, or flower in
the mouth.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976058519 £18.99

Deco Puzzle Pirate
These Deco puzzles come in a fun shaped box, consisting of 6 different cute designs, The Pirate,
Knight, Prince, Thor, Robin hood, Cowboy in fun clothes and accessories.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976058526 £18.99

Deco Puzzle Princess
These Deco puzzles come in an adorable, shaped box, consisting of 6 different cute princess dress
designs and accessories.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976058533 £18.99

Body Puzzle - Boy
Teach your children about the body with this exciting, fun, and big puzzle that your kids will love.
In this floor puzzle you get two puzzles in one, as it can be turned and have different motifs on
each side. When the puzzle is assembled, it measures 100 cm. On the one hand, children can get
to know the different body parts and when the puzzle is turned, the children can learn about
what bones look like.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976059417 £18.99

Noah's Ark Deco Puzzle
This puzzle arrives in a funny round upstanding box with characters from the story of Noah's Ark.
The puzzle illustrates with beautiful colours Noah and all the animals on the ark. There will
definitely be joy and curiosity when the children look at the beautiful motifs when the puzzle is
assembled.
The puzzle contains large puzzle pieces which makes it easier for the child to hold and place the
pieces in the right places. The box also serves as a nice decoration in your children's room.
Suitable for children aged 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976057758 £21.99
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Noah's Ark Memo
Playing memory games is both fun and very educational for your children. This memory game
with cute motifs from the story of Noah's Ark will excite your children. Flip two pieces and see if
they match. If the pieces match, they are considered a pair, and now you can keep them. The
player who collects most pairs wins.
This cute memory game strengthens your child's memory and helps develop your child's logical
sense, observational ability, and concentration. Suitable for players of all ages. The memory
game is full of brightly coloured images and selected motifs.
The game is simple and easy to learn, which is ideal for younger children. The box has a practical
handle that makes it easy for children to carry the game. Suitable for children at 3+ years of age.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976057772 £14.99

Our Big World
This large 200-piece puzzle from the Barbo Toys Classic line comes in a beautiful round box that
will adorn the children's room. Once the puzzle is assembled, the motif will be a colourful,
detailed, and humorous world map. Many of the pieces are illustrated with cute and funny
drawings of animals from the various continents.
On the lid of the box there are examples of some of the different animals that your children can
enjoy finding along the way while they assemble the puzzle. Suitable for children aged 4+ years.
Contains 200 pieces and measures 40 x 80 cm when it is assembled. The box measures 30 cm in
diameter
Toy/Puzzle 5704976058496 £25.99

Animal Learning game Learn the Alphabet
The box contains 29 small puzzles that teach the child the alphabet in a fun way using cute motifs
from the Rasmus Klump universe.
Place all the pieces on the table, then pick a puzzle piece with a letter and now you have to search
for a puzzle piece with a motif where the first letter in that motif matches the letter you picked.
Introduce your child to the alphabet with these 29 cute and educational puzzles pieces.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976058618 £11.99

Game Box
Hours of fun entertainment! This good value play set contains everything you need to play Yatzy,
Ludo, Sudoku as well as a full set of playing cards. Content: Rules for Ludo and Yatzy included 4 x
4 coloured game pieces 84 sudoku puzzles, 1 ludo game board, 1 set of playing cards, 1 yatzy
notepad, 1 plastic cup, 1 pencil, 6 dice
Toy/Puzzle 5704976059691 £29.99
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Little Bright Ones
Stacking Cubes Safari
This beautiful Little Bright One stacking set contains 10 stacking cubes in robust cardboard.
Stacking cubes challenges your child's concentration when they have to balance cubes in
different sizes. Building and stacking enhances your child's fine and gross motor skills as well as
their hand-eye coordination. At the same time, it requires a lot of concentration from your child,
which will increase your child's thinking competence. Stacking cubes is also a good way to teach
your child about the terms under, on, inside and around. Our stacking cubes are also designed
with numbers and cute motifs which could be used as an introduction to the world of
mathematics. Suitable for children from age 1+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976055372 £25.99

Little Bright Ones - 3 Puzzles
Little Bright Ones jigsaw puzzle box. The puzzle box comes with 3 puzzles of 6, 9 and 12 pieces.
Box measures 18 x 7 x 12cm. For children 3 and up.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976055136 £11.99

3 Puzzles - Construction
Toy/Puzzle 5704976055136 £11.99

3 Puzzles - Dinosaur
Toy/Puzzle 5704976055143 £11.99

3 Puzzles - Unicorn
Toy/Puzzle 5704976055150 £11.99

Little Bright Ones - Baby Soft Ball
Soft ball from Barbo Toys in the well-known Little Bright Ones design. The ball is perfect for small
children to grab and grow their motor skills. Growing up they can have lots of fun playing indoor
stick ball and much more. Age group 1+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976055051 £8.99

Little Bright Ones - Wooden Puzzle
A colourful wooden frame puzzle shaped like a house, with 6 cute Little Bright Ones puzzle pieces.
The child-friendly wooden handles help the little players place the colourful animal pieces in the
game world. Suitable for children aged 3+ years

Wooden Puzzle - Play
A colourful wooden frame puzzle shaped like a house, with 6 cute Little Bright Ones puzzle pieces.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976055303 £14.99

Wooden Puzzle - Transport
A colourful wooden frame puzzle shaped like a car, with 6 cute Little Bright Ones puzzle pieces.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976055310 £14.99
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Little Woodies
Little Woodies - Bingo
The bingo game is based on the known characters Little Woodies designed by Barbo-Toys and
teaches the child about matching pictures, horizontal lines, vertical lines and much more. Super
fun learning game that lets the child use their imagination and creativity. From 3 years and up.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976054078 £11.99

Little Woodies - Lotto
Here you get the classic picture lottery, where both lottery plates and tiles are beautifully
decorated with the characters from the Little Woodies series. The picture lottery is designed in
beautiful colours and are made of solid cardboard that is incredibly durable and therefore the
game can be used for lots of years.
The game comes in a cute box with a handle and a cool closing mechanism. Lotto is a great game
to develop a child's ability to match objects, their recognition ability, and their eye coordination.
The box measures: 17 x 11 x 4 cm. Suitable for children from age 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976054085 £11.99

Little Woodies - Mikado
Little Woodies Classic Mikado game in a cute box. Mikado is a fun game for all ages that
stimulates fine motor skills, as the game involves moving sticks very carefully so that none of the
other sticks move. After the last stick has been picked up, you can calculate points from the
patterns of the sticks. The sticks measure 18 cm. The box contains: 41 sticks. Suitable for children
7+.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976054115 £7.99

Little Woodies - Tic Tac Toe
Little Woodies Tic Tac Toe from Danish Toy company Barbo-Toys. Let your child enjoy this classic
game whilst teaching the child the name of the animals. The game box includes a bag, so the
games is easy to bring along on travels. Perfect Travel game for the car, plane and more. From 3
years and up.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976054092 £11.99

Little Woodies - Yatzy
Little Woodie yatzy is a super fun yatzy game with animals instead of dots on the dice.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976054108 £11.99
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Little Woodies - Memo
Playing memory games is both fun and very educational for your children. In this memory game
the bricks/pieces are decorated with the fun characters from the Little Woodies, that will excite
the children. Flip two pieces and see if they match. If the pieces match, they are considered a
pair, and now you can keep them. The player who collects most pairs wins.
This cute memory game strengthens your child's memory and helps develop your child's logical
sense, observational ability, and concentration. Suitable for players of all ages. The memory
game is full of brightly coloured images and selected motifs. The game is simple and easy to learn,
which is ideal for younger children. Suitable for children at 3+ years of age."
Toy/Puzzle 5704976054061 £11.99

Little Woodies - Soft Ball
Soft ball from Barbo Toys in the well-known Little Woodies design. The ball is perfect for small
children to grab and grow their motor skills. Growing up they can have lots of fun playing indoor
stick ball and much more. Age group 1+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976054054 £8.99

Masha And The Bear
Masha and the Bear - 2 Puzzles
Box with 2 jigsaw puzzles with the popular characters Masha and the Bear
Toy/Puzzle 5704976076216 £14.99

Masha and the Bear - Memo
Classic Memory game with Masha from Masha and the Bear. Game rules: Mix the pieces
thoroughly and place the pieces face down. First player flips two random pieces. If the pieces are
the same, the player keeps this pair and flips two new pieces.
The player continues in the same way until two pieces are not the same. The pieces are now put
back in the same place with the picture side down, and it's the next player's turn. The winner is
the player with the most pairs.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976076018 £11.99

Masha and the Bear - Deco Puzzle
A cute deco puzzle with Masha and the Bear. This Deco puzzle comes in a fun shaped box where
you have to help Masha and the Bear puzzle all the pieces together.
With this game, children have the opportunity to assemble puzzles with large pieces that are
easy to hold and place. The box also serves as a nice decoration in the children's room. Suitable
for children aged 3+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976076087 £18.99
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Masha and the Bear - Deco Puzzle Masha
A cute deco puzzle game with Masha and the Bear. This puzzle comes in a funny and cute shaped
box where you must help Masha and the Bear with placing all the pieces together.
The puzzle contains large puzzle pieces which makes it easier for the child to hold and place the
pieces in the right places. Suitable for children aged 3+. The puzzle contains 24 parts.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976076070 £18.99

Miffy
Miffy Sticker Sheets
Miffy sticker sheets with 170 stickers

Miffy Stickers - Farm
Stickers 5704976099420 £4.99

Miffy Stickers - Friends forever
Stickers 5704976099437 £4.99

Miffy Stickers - Party time
Stickers 5704976099413 £4.99

Miffy Stickers - Playtime
Stickers 5704976099406 £4.99

Moomins
Moomin - Hammer Bench
This fun and colourful Moomin wooden hammer bench enhances the child's ability to assess
distance, their hand-eye coordination, colour recognition and strengthens motor skills. Your child
will have lots of fun knocking down the 6 colourful poles. The hammer bench can also be used to
learn the colours.
The benefits of hammering and pounding toys include hand-eye coordination, building arm
strength, concentration, and focus. Barbo Toys products are designed with passion in Denmark
and prioritize sustainability and high-quality materials and innovative game ideas that are
intended to support and stimulate the child's imagination and learning development. Suitable
for children aged 2+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072812 £25.99
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Moomin - Xylophone
Let the music play at home with this cute Moomin xylophone in beautiful colours! The xylophone
is made of wood with metal pieces and a xylophone club. Your child will surely love this adorable
wooden xylophone which invites hours of fun and play in the colourful beams! The xylophone is
a great musical toy for developing fine motor skills in the early stages. It can help children learn
about rhythm and basic music scales.
Babies and toddlers are natural drummers who like hitting anything that can produce sound.
When playing with instruments, the child practices hand-eye coordination and discovers the
different sounds that are made when they hit the xylophone, drum, or rattle the maracas. Let
the children learn the joy of music. Suitable for children from age 3+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072799 £25.99

Moomin - Stacking Rings
This cute Moomin stacking tower is made of wood and dyed with the most beautiful colours,
which invites many hours of play and creativity for your child. Stacking rings are a great way to
help develop your baby's problem-solving skills, spatial intelligence, and fine motor skills.
Because the toy comes in different colours, it also helps in their visual development.
Building and stacking boost both fine and gross motor skills as well as hand-eye coordination.
Plus, these activities help a baby learn about spatial relationships - "under", "on", and "around"
and shapes. Suitable for children from age 2+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072805 £29.99

Moomin Wooden Fishing Game
Let’s go on a nice fishing trip with our friends from the Moomin universe. This beautiful game
consists of 2 fishing rods, 10 different animals that live underwater and a box that can be
transformed into a small fishpond. Come along to the water and discover the many colourful fish,
turtles, crabs, seahorses, and starfish.
The small players have to touch the fish with the magnets in order to fish them out of the water.
Only when there are no more sea animals swimming around in the water, the winner is found,
and the fishes can return to the water. This fun game helps kids develop their fine motor skills
and their concentration. TIP: During the game you can explain to the children about the different
animals that they catch. Suitable for children from age 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072713 £25.99

Moomin Wooden Fishing Game - Tammi
Let’s go on a nice fishing trip with our friends from the Moomin universe. This beautiful game
consists of 2 fishing rods, 10 different animals that live underwater and a box that can be
transformed into a small fishpond. Come along to the water and discover the many colourful fish,
turtles, crabs, seahorses, and starfish. The small players have to touch the fish with the magnets
in order to fish them out of the water.
Only when there are no more sea animals swimming around in the water, the winner is found,
and the fishes can return to the water. This fun game helps kids develop their fine motor skills
and their concentration. TIP: During the game you can explain to the children about the different
animals that they catch. Suitable for children from age 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072706 £25.99
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Moomin 4 Wooden Puzzles in Box
In this box you get 4 cute and robust wooden puzzles with beautiful motifs from the Moomin
world. The puzzles are delivered in a box with a practical sliding lid, so it is easy to store the
puzzles after use.
The robust wooden puzzle will last for many years. With this game, children have the opportunity
to assemble puzzles with large pieces that are easy to hold and place. Completing a puzzle is
really good training and development you can give your child. Suitable for children aged 3+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072751 £18.99

Moomin 4 wooden puzzles in box NEW w. Tammi
In this box you get 4 cute and robust wooden puzzles with beautiful motifs from the Moomin
world. The puzzles are delivered in a box with a practical sliding lid, so it is easy to store the
puzzles after use. The robust wooden puzzle will last for many years. With this game, children
have the opportunity to assemble puzzles with large pieces that are easy to hold and place.
Completing a puzzle is really good training and development you can give your child. Suitable for
children aged 3+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072768 £18.99

Moomin Wooden Frame Puzzles
Moomin wooden frame puzzle - A beautiful and solid, frame-in-frame wooden puzzle with a
familiar motif of Moomin, that will bring many hours of play and development to your little one.
This product develops your child's visual perception and fine motor skills. Puzzles are a really
good learning tool for your child. When we play with puzzles, we use both sides of the brain, as
we both have to visualize/imagine what the puzzles are going to look like when assembled whilst
having to figure out which pieces should be placed right or left, up or down. Suitable for children
aged 3+

Wooden Frame Puzzle - Fishing
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072782 £14.99

Wooden Frame Puzzle - Picnic
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072775 £14.99

Moomin Boing ball - soft ball with sound
Moomins
Barbo Toys
Moomin Boing ball - A ball is great entertainment and with time a good way to train your child's
gross motor skills. This cute Moomin Soft Ball, with sound is a soft cotton filled ball that your
child from the baby stage will think is fun to lie with and hug. As the child gets older, the ball will
be good to learn to throw with, without causing damage, as it is soft. Later, this Moomin soft ball
will also be fun to crawl after and over time is used as motivation when walking and walking skills
must be practiced by rolling the ball. Age 1+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072621 £14.99
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Moomin Stacking Cubes Classic
This beautiful stacking set contains ten Moomin stacking cubes in robust cardboard. Stacking
cubes challenges your child's concentration when they have to balance cubes in different sizes.
Building and stacking enhances your child's fine and coarse motor skills as well as their hand- and
eye coordination.
At the same time, it requires a lot of concentration from your child, which will increase your
child's thinking competence. Stacking cubes is also a good way to teach your child about the
terms "under", "on", "inside" and "around". Our stacking cubes are also designed with numbers
and cute motifs which can be used as an introduction to the world of mathematics. Suitable for
children aged 3+

Moomin Stacking Cubes Classic
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072539 £25.99

Moomin Stacking Cubes
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072508 £25.99

Moomin Wooden Blocks
Teach your child how to count and the alphabet with these beautiful solid wooden cubes. The
wooden cubes have fine motifs of Moomin, numbers and letters from the Danish alphabet as
well as plus and minus. Using cubes in games strengthens the child's sense and recognition of
letters and numbers.
If you want to strengthen the child's fine motor skills, the cubes can also be used in a game where
they are stacked, overturned, and built with. The box contains 32 solid wooden blocks. With
these cute cubes, your child can learn to write his or her first words and also learns your child
how to calculate. The cubes also stimulate your child's imagination and coordination. Suitable
for children from age 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072744 £52.99

Moomin On Wheels - Pull along Moomin
Moomin on Wheels. Your child's faithful companion. This pull toy encourages the child to take
the first step. Drag Moomin around the room and let the baby try to catch the soft teddy bear.
The fun play motivates the child to move and practice walking or crawling.
The Mumi teddy bear is made of soft cotton and the board he sits on is made of oak. An obvious
gift idea for christenings, naming parties, birthdays, or Christmas.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072867 £52.99

Moomin and The Big Wood Quest
In this fun game, it's not just about coming first, but about helping the Moomins collect all the
trash that Stinky has thrown in the woods. The road to the goal is long and, on your way, you can
be lucky and find food that gives energy.
The first to reach the finish line gets three extra waste cards. The winner is the player with the
most waste cards. Contents: Game board, 6 collection boards, 6 game pieces, 36 collectibles, 12
surprise pieces, 1 dice, 1 set of game rules. 2-6 players
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072355 £25.99
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Moomin's Big Pancake Quest
The Moomin trolls love pancakes and they can eat a lot. Now you need to help collect pancakes
for a big pancake party. On the trip you will meet all the Moomin friends who either give you
pancakes or eat some of the ones you already have. In some places you can collect more
pancakes than in other places, but be careful, because if you land in the wrong spot, the other
players can take your pancakes. Motivates learning numbers and unity. The winner is the one
who ultimately sits with the tallest pancake tower. Contents: Game board, 4 plates, 4 game
pieces, 100 pancake pieces, 1 dice, 1 set of game rules. 2-4 players
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072362 £25.99

Moomin's Big Tidy Up
There are so many flowers and plants in the forest that the moomins will learn all about. In this
game for the whole family, it is about collecting flowers and plants from the forest. The more
pieces that are collected, the more the moomins and children will learn about the green life in
the forest. In this way, the children learn about plants, flowers, and the forest, while at the same
time gaining a larger vocabulary. Contents: Game board, 6 collection boards, 6 game pieces, 36
collectibles, 12 surprise pieces, 1 dice, 1 set of game rules. 2-6 players
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072379 £25.99

Moomins - #OURSEA Board Game
Dive into the ocean with Moomin and Snorkmaiden in this fun and educational family board
game and help clean up the ocean. The board game is not just about reaching the finish line, but
who can help Moomin with removing the garbage from the ocean. The road to the finish line is
tough, but if you are lucky, then you land on a piece where Moominmamma awaits you with
warm pancakes, that give you new energy so you can collect even more garage from the sea.
Unfortunately, there is also a risk for you to get stuck, and then you will have to wait a lap. The
first player who reaches the finish line will receive three additional waste cards - and they are
the ones you need to win the game!
The winner is the player who has removed and collected as much garbage from the ocean as
possible. Teach your child how important it is that we look after our oceans through this funny
board game. During the game you can read about how long it takes to break down the various
things you’ve collected and how much they are polluting the ocean.
The sea is a vital part of the Moomin universe, and the #OURSEA campaign marks the 75-year
anniversary of Tove Jansson publishing her first Moomin novel. To celebrate the wonderful world
of the Moomins, Barbo Toys has designed a series of different items to support the #OURSEA
campaign that is created by the John Nurminen Foundation, a Finnish maritime organization
which aims to raise awareness of the conditions of the Baltic Sea.
By purchasing products from the #OURSEA campaign, you are helping to donate money directly
to this enormously important purpose of saving the Baltic Sea.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072461 £26.99

Moomins - #OURSEA Memory Game
Playing memory games is both fun and very educational. Here you get a nice memory game with
motifs of the Moomins which is designed for the #OURSEA campaign. Flip two pieces and see if
they match. If they are similar, keep the pair. The player who has the most pairs in the end has
won. This fun memory game strengthens memory and improves both comprehension and motor
skills in young and old children.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072447 £14.99
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Moomins - #OURSEA Puzzle
Teach your child how important it is that we look after our oceans through this beautifully
illustrated floor puzzle, with the lovely Moomin Characters. Puzzles are a really good learning
tool for your child.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072454 £22.99

Moomins Puzzles
Beautiful puzzle of the Moomin characters. Super nice quality in strong
cardboard with lovely colours. Suitable for children 3+

Moomins Puzzle
Beautiful puzzle of and Snork Maiden are having a picnic outside the
Moominhouse.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976066019 £21.99

Little My Puzzle
This puzzle arrives in a cute, shaped box where you must help Little My by
placing all the pieces together.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976066033 £21.99

Moomin and Moominmamma Puzzle
This Deco puzzle comes in a fun looking box where you have to help the
Mummy trolls puzzle all the pieces together.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976066064 £21.99

Moomin & The Sea Puzzle
The puzzle shows Moomin's family on the beach.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976066040 £21.99

Moominmamma & Moominpappa Puzzle
A beautiful Deco puzzle of the iconic and happy Moomin family on a picnic trip.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976066026 £21.99

Moomins Floor Puzzle
If your children love Moomin's cosy world, then you have found the right puzzle. When you
create this puzzle, you come on a picnic with Moomin and all the friends from the Moomin Valley.
The pieces are robust in a really good quality carton.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976066125 £21.99

Moomins Round Memory Game
Playing memory games is both fun and very educational for your children. This Moomin memory
game comes in a beautiful blue box, and the tiles are shaped like cute little clouds. Flip two pieces
and see if they match. If the pieces match, they are considered a pair, and now you can keep
them. The player who collects most pairs wins. This cute memory game strengthens your child's
memory and helps develop your child's logical sense, observational ability, and concentration.
Suitable for players of all ages. The memory game is full of brightly coloured images and selected
motifs. The game is simple and easy to learn, which is ideal for younger children. Suitable for
children at 3+ years of age.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976071044 £13.99
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Moomins - 3 Puzzles
A beautifully designed puzzle box with a handle and a cute puzzle pendant. The box consists of 3
different and colourful puzzles with 6, 9 and 12 pieces each. With beautiful colours and pieces in
cute Mumitrolde motifs, these puzzles will catch your child's attention so they can have fun while
developing or improving their dexterity, coordination, and motor skills.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976071051 £11.99

Moomins Lotto
Who gets their plate full of pieces first and has to say "Lotto"? The picture lottery is designed in
beautiful colours and made of robust cardboard, which is incredibly durable and therefore it can
be used for many years. Game boards are decorated with the Moomins and so are the pieces.
The game comes in a nice box with a handle.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976071075 £11.99

Moomin Memory Game
Memory game featuring different characters from Moominvalley. The game includes 36 pcs. +3
years.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976071082 £11.99

Moomins - Learn to Count
Do your children love numbers and are eager to learn everything about numbers? Then you have
found the perfect puzzle! The game box contains 10 mini puzzles which only have two pieces
each. A left piece with a number and a right piece with small illustrations. With these cute
Moomin puzzles, the kids need to match numbers with the illustrated cards.
For example, if the child picks a puzzle with the number 6, then the child must search for a piece
that has 6 different illustrations. So, the child actually has to count the small images to find the
matching card. Continue to play until the child has matched all 10 mini puzzles. These little
puzzles are simple and easy to understand and are ideal for young children. Suitable for children
at 3+ years of age.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976070504 £11.99

Moomins - Learn to Count Puzzle
Do your children love numbers and are eager to learn everything about numbers? Then you have
found the perfect puzzle! The game box contains 10 mini puzzles which only have two pieces
each. A left piece with a number and a right piece with small illustrations.
With these cute puzzles with Moomin, children need to match numbers with the illustrated
cards. For example, if the child picks a puzzle with the number 6, then they must search for a
piece that has 6 different illustrations. So, the child actually has to count the small images to find
the matching card. Continue the play until all 10 mini puzzles are complete. These little puzzles
are simple and easy to understand and are ideal for young children. Suitable for children at 3+
years of age.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976071129 £11.99
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Moomin Memo - Square
Play Memo with drawings from Moomin universe. Playing memory games is both fun and
educational for children. This memory game with the Moomins, will excite your children. Flip two
pieces and see if they match. If the pieces match, they are considered a pair, and now you can
keep them. The player who collects most pairs wins. This cute memory game strengthens your
child's memory and helps develop your child's logical sense, observational ability, and
concentration. Suitable for children aged 3+.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976071112 £11.99

Moomin Meet My Friends - Moominvalley at the Seaside
Moomin Meet My Friends - Moominvalley at the Seaside board book with wooden figurines.
Together with Moomintroll, we will meet Moominmamma, Sniff, Stinky, Too-Ticky and
Moominpappa. Read the book and learn more about each Moomin character. With 5 wooden
figures enclosed, the colourful illustrations encourage parent-child dialogue.
Toy/Puzzle 9788742550427 £22.99

Moomin Meet my Friends - Moominvalley Friends
Moomin Meet my Friends - Moominvalley Friends Board book with wooden figurines. Welcome
to Moominvalley. You'll meet Moomintroll and his friends Little My, Snorkmaiden, Hemulen and
Snufkin on a lovely day. With 5 wooden figures enclosed, the colourful illustrations encourage
parent-child dialogue.
Toy/Puzzle 9788742550410 £22.99

Moomins Wooden Figurines - 5 pcs set
Do you or your child love the wonderful universe of the Moomins? Then you will love these five
small collectible wooden figures of Moomin, Moominmamma, Moominpapa, Little My and Snork
Maiden.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067306 £14.99

Moomins Bring-a-Long House
From special designed drawings of The Moomin House, Barbo Toys has created this colourful and
neatly sized house. This lovely playhouse includes five wooden figurines: Moomin,
Moominmamma, Moominpappa, Snork Maiden and Little My. The playhouse also includes a
puzzle to further encourage role-play and imagination. The handle on the house allows the child
to bring along the toy house wherever they go, and the sturdy lock keeps the whole family safe
and secure. Suitable for children aged 3+
Toy/Puzzle 5704976072300 £52.99
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Moomins BIG wooden figurine
Do you or your child love the wonderful universe of the
Moomins?
Then you will love this big collectible wooden figure of Snork
Maiden. This beautiful wooden figure arrives in a cute and
decorative cardboard box.

Moomins Snorkmaiden BIG wooden figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067559 £25.99

Moominmamma BIG wooden figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067535 £25.99

Moomin BIG wooden figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067511 £25.99

Moominpappa BIG wooden figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067528 £25.99

Moomins Little My BIG wooden figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067542 £22.99

Moomin Wooden Figurine
"Do you or your child love the wonderful universe of the
Moomins? Then you will love this small collectible wooden
figure of Moomin.

Moomin Wooden Figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067313 £4.99

Moomins Snorkmaiden Wooden Figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067344 £4.99

Moomins Snufkin Wooden figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067368 £4.99

Moominmamma Wooden Figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067337 £4.99

Moominpappa Wooden Figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067320 £4.99

Moomins Little My Wooden Figurine
Toy/Puzzle 5704976067351 £4.99
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Moomin Stickers
Set of 180 Moomin & Family stickers. Only the sky's the limit when it comes to
what your child can use these cute stickers for. These stickers are designed with
cute motifs from the Moomin universe, which inspires hours of fun play. Let
the children use the stickers to create their own adventures by sticking them
on paper, booklets, books, postcards or combining them with personal
drawings, etc. The stickers are designed with cute details which gives the
children the opportunity to unfold their creative ability and make funny
pictures. The use of the stickers also helps to develop your child's fine motor
skills.

Moomin & Family Stickers
Stickers 5704976071211 £4.99

Moomin & Friends Stickers
Stickers 5704976071204 £4.99

Moomin Adventure Stickers
Stickers 5704976071228 £4.99

Moominvalley Stickers
Stickers 5704976071235 £4.99

My Little Toy Box
My Little Toy Box - Christmas
Your own little Barbo Toys Toy box with wooden figures and a box with Christmas backdrop. The
wooden figures are high quality, which makes them resistant and durable.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976064114 £13.99

My Little Toy Box
My Little Toy Box - with 5 wooden pieces in a decorative box. the imagination sets limits to what
adventures your children can create with these cute little wooden figures.

Dinosaur
Toy/Puzzle 5704976064282 £13.99

Fairytale - Princess and Fairies
The Princess, The Good Fairy and the Knight are on a ride in the beautiful pink horse-drawn
carriage, pulled by the cute pony and wondering what adventures they encounter on their way?
Toy/Puzzle 5704976064275 £13.99

Police
Police Station is a cute little toy with 5 wooden figures a box that can be used as a police station.
The small police officers and their dog are busy keeping the city free of crime. They drive through
the streets in the police car or fly high in the sky with their helicopter.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976064268 £13.99

Ponies and Unicorns
In this set you get two Unicorns and two Ponies, as well as a small straw bale they can eat.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976064251 £13.99
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Pippi Longstocking
Pippi - Look and Remember
Look and Remember is a fun game that challenges the memory. With closed eyes the
"remembering player" must select 8 pieces which is then placed on the table by a co-player. The
hourglass is then turned over and now the "remembering player" has to look at the selected
pieces and remember as many as possible. Once the time has run out the accompanying cloth
shall be placed on top of the pieces and now the remembering game really begins. Whilst the
"remembering player" mentions as many pieces as he or she can remember the co-player has to
keep track of the mentioned pieces by looking under the cover. This cute memory game
strengthens your child's memory and helps develop your child's logical sense, observational
ability, and concentration. The game is illustrated with cute motif from the Pippi Longstocking
universe. Suitable for children aged 3+.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976086079 £25.99

Pippi Fishing Game
Let us go on a nice fishing trip with Pippi Longstocking. This beautiful game consists of 2 fishing
rods, 10 different animals that live underwater and a box that can be transformed into a small
fishpond. Come along to the water and discover the many colourful fish, turtles, crabs, seahorses,
and starfish. The small players have to touch the fish with the magnets in order to fish them out
of the water. Only when there are no more sea animals swimming around in the water, the
winner is found, and the fishes can return to the water. This fun game helps kids develop their
fine motor skills and their concentration. TIP: During the game you can explain to the children
about the different animals that they catch. The box measures: 21 x 16 x 4,5 cm and contains 2
magnetic fishing rods and 10 magnetic figures that have cute motives of sea animals.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976086048 £22.99

Pippi Stacking Cubes
This very colourful stacking set contains 10 Pippi Longstocking stacking cubes in robust
cardboard. Stacking cubes challenges your child's concentration when they have to balance
cubes in different sizes. Building and stacking enhances your child's fine and gross motor skills as
well as their hand-eye coordination. At the same time, it requires a lot of concentration from
your child, which will increase your child's thinking competence. Stacking cubes is also a good
way to teach your child about the terms "under", "on", "inside" and "around". Our stacking cubes
are also designed with numbers and cute motifs which could be used as an introduction to the
world of mathematics. Suitable for children from age 1+ years.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976086000 £25.99

Pippi Longstocking Stickers
Only the sky's the limit when it comes to what your child can use these cute Pippi Longstocking
stickers for. These stickers are designed with cute motifs from the Pippi Longstocking universe,
which inspires hours of fun play. Let children use the stickers to create their own adventures by
sticking them on paper, booklets, books, postcards or combining them with personal drawings,
etc. The stickers are designed with cute details which gives your children the opportunity to
unfold their creative ability and make funny pictures

Pippi Longstocking & Friends Stickers - 130 pcs
Stickers 5704976086208 £4.99

Pippi Longstocking & Villa Villekulla Stickers - 140 pcs
Stickers 5704976086215 £4.99
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Safari
Safari Bingo
This Bingo game with Safari helps your child with image recognition and matching. The game
teaches the child about the directions - horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. The game comes in
a sturdy box, so it can withstand being on the go. Suitable for children aged 3 years +
Toy/Puzzle 5704976065067 £11.99

Safari Memo
This Memo game with Safari animals helps your child with image recognition and matching.
Playing memory games is both fun and very educational. Here you get a nice memory game with
a Safari theme, which will excite your children. Flip two pieces and see if they match. If they are
similar, keep the pair. The player who has the most pairs in the end has won. This fun memory
game strengthens memory and improves both comprehension and motor skills in young and old
children.
Memory games help to develop your child's logical sense, ability to observe and ability to
concentrate. Suitable for players of all ages. The memory game is full of colourful pictures and
cute motifs. The game is simple and easy to learn, which is ideal for children who need to start
playing games where easy and clear rules and pieces are important. The game comes in a sturdy
box, so it can withstand being on the go. Suitable for children aged 3 years +
Toy/Puzzle 5704976065050 £11.99

Safari Tic Tac Toe
Classic Tic Tac Toe in Barbo Toys Safari design. The game comes in a nice game box, while the
game itself is made from wood / wood veneer.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976065081 £11.99

Safari Yatzy
Safari Yatzy is a super-fun Yatzy game with animals instead of dots. The whole family can play
together and the little ones can count points themselves. When your child plays Yatzy, they
stimulate recognizability, conceptual understanding and linguistic understanding, just as you
train the child's initial understanding of the game in a fun and cosy environment. In Yatzy, the
child trains his overview and readiness for change by thinking alternatively and creatively and at
the same time being ready for change.
Toy/Puzzle 5704976065098 £11.99
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The Smurfs
Smurf Deco Puzzle Girl
Help Smurfette get ready for spring, with this cute deco puzzle. This puzzle arrives in a funny and
cute shaped box where you must help Smurfette get ready for spring by placing all the pieces
together.
The puzzle contains large puzzle pieces which makes it easier for your child to hold and place the
pieces in the right places. The box also serves as a nice decoration in your child's room. Suitable
for children aged 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976082224 £18.99

Smurf Stickers
Sticker sheet with Smurf stickers. Sheet measure 26 x 18 cm. The stickers
are designed cute motifs from the Smurfs universe. 4 beautiful sheets

Smurf Stickers - Baby
Toy/Puzzle 5704976080039 £4.99 4 pages 180 stickers.

Smurf Stickers - Back to School
Toy/Puzzle 5704976080053 £4.99 4 pages 110 stickers.

Smurf Stickers - Girls
Toy/Puzzle 5704976080022 £4.99 4 pages 180 stickers.

Smurf Stickers - Music
Toy/Puzzle 5704976080015 £4.99 4 pages 180 stickers.

Smurf Stickers - Sport
Toy/Puzzle 5704976080046 £4.99 4 pages 180 stickers.

Wacky Wonders
Wacky Wonders - 3 Puzzles
The beautiful box in strong cardboard contains three colourful puzzles with 6, 9 and 12 pieces,
respectively. Suitable for children aged 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976063285 £13.99

Wacky Wonders - Tell the Time
Do you have children who are curious about clocks and time or are eager to learn the clock in a
fun and educational way? Then you have found the perfect puzzle! With 10 mini puzzles. Along
with the fun animals from the Wacky Wonders universe, you can teach kids the clock by matching
the digital time with the correct analogue clock. The children can also try to assemble the
included watch in strong cardboard to get a better understanding of time and clocks. The game
contains 10 mini-puzzles, each with two pieces and a clock that must be assembled. These little
puzzles are simple and easy to navigate, which is ideal for young children. Suitable for children
aged 3+ years
Toy/Puzzle 5704976063292 £13.99
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Wacky Wonders - Tell Time Activity Book
Fun activity book where children learn to tell time
Toy/Puzzle 5704976063766 £7.99

Wacky Wonders - Wooden Puzzles
Wacky Wonders colourful peg puzzle. Strengthen the child's speech recognition, sense of shape,
colour recognition and hand-eye coordination.

Wooden puzzle - 123
Teach your child to count with this fun wooden puzzle in beautiful colours. Suitable for children
aged 2+ years Contains 20 pieces and measures 31.5 x 23 x 2 cm
Toy/Puzzle 5704976063728 £14.99

Wooden puzzle - Animals
Wacky Wonders colourful peg puzzle, with a board shaped like a barn and puzzle pieces of
animals. Enhances the hand-eye co-ordination for children. For children ages 3 and up
Toy/Puzzle 5704976063704 £14.99

Wacky Wonders Memo
Playing memory games is both fun and very educational for your children. In this memory game
the bricks/pieces are decorated with the fun characters from the Wacky Wonders, that will excite
your children. Flip two pieces and see if they match. If the pieces match, they are considered a
pair, and you can keep them. The player who collects most pairs wins
Toy/Puzzle 5704976063780 £13.99

Giftware - Masha And The Bear
Masha and the Bear Giftware
Covered with beautiful motifs from Masha and the Bear's universe,
these will make any meal a little more fun for children. The kids will
love having their very own colourful items decorated with the familiar
and beloved characters from Masha and the Bear's universe.
They are made of melamine resin (BPA-free) and are both practical,
durable and is absolutely essential for everyday use, picnics and much
more. An obvious gift idea for christenings, naming parties, birthdays,
or Christmas. Items can be put in the dishwasher, but not the
microwave.

Masha and the Bear - Bowl 16 cm
Giftware 5704976076117 £7.99

Masha and the Bear - Plate 21.5 cm
Giftware 5704976076100 £7.99

Masha and the Bear - Tumbler 10 cm
Giftware 5704976076131 £7.99
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Masha and the Bear - 3 Spoon Set
Giftware 5704976076148 £11.99

Masha and the Bear Placemats
Masha and the Bear Placemats. 30 x 42,50 cm
Giftware 5704976076162 £7.99

Masha and the Bear Placemats
Masha and the Bear Placemats. 30 x 42,50 cm
Giftware 5704976076155 £7.99

Giftware - Moomins
Moomin Bamboo Melamine Giftware
BPA free melamine. Dish washer safe. Do not use in microwave

Moomin Bamboo Melamine Giftware Bowl 16cm
Giftware 5704976073123 £8.99

Moomin Bamboo Melamine Plate 21cm
Giftware 5704976073109 £8.99

Moomin Bamboo Melamine Tumbler 8cm
Giftware 5704976073147 £8.99

Moomin Bamboo Melamine 3 Spoon set
Giftware 5704976073130 £11.99

Little My Bamboo Melamine Giftware
BPA free melamine. Dish washer safe. Do not use in microwave

Little My Bamboo Melamine Bowl 16cm
Giftware 5704976073161 £8.99

Little My Bamboo Melamine Plate 21cm
Giftware 5704976073116 £8.99

Little My Bamboo Melamine Tumbler 8cm
Giftware 5704976073154 £8.99
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Moomin Bamboo Melamine #OURSEA Giftware
BPA free melamine. Dish washer safe. Do not use in microwave

Moomin Bamboo Melamine Bowl 16cm #OURSEA
Giftware 5704976073079 £8.99

Moomin Bamboo Melamine Plate 24cm #OURSEA
Giftware 5704976073062 £8.99

Moomin Bamboo Melamine Tumbler 8cm #OURSEA
Giftware 5704976073086 £8.99

Moomin Bamboo Melamine 3 Spoon set #OURSEA
Giftware 5704976073093 £13.99

Moomin Bamboo Mealtime set, 3 pcs #OURSEA
This dining set contains a cup, a plate, a bowl. BPA free melamine.
Dish washer safe. Do not use in microwave.
Giftware 5704976073314 £25.99

Giftware - Pippi Longstocking
Pippi Longstocking Melamine Giftware
This fun and colourful high-quality bowl with original colours and detailed motifs
from the Pippi Longstocking universe will make any meal a little more fun for the
kids.
Children will love to have their very own colourful and adorable bowl decorated with
the well-known and beloved characters from Pippi Longstocking universe. This range
is an amazing gift idea for christening, birthdays, or Christmas.
They are made of melamine (BPA free) and is practical, durable and is essential for
everyday life, picnics and much more. Safe to put in the dishwasher but not the
microwave.

Pippi Melamine bowl 16 cm
Giftware 5704976086116 £7.99

Pippi Melamine large plate 21 cm
Giftware 5704976086109 £7.99

Pippi Tumbler 8 cm
Giftware 5704976086123 £7.99

Pippi Spoon 13.5 cm, 3 in a set
Giftware 5704976086130 £11.99
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Pippi 4 Tumbler set - 100% Melamine
4 cups with motifs from the Pippi Longstocking universe
Giftware 5704976086758 £22.99

Pippi Longstocking 100% melamine dining set (5pc)
The dining set contains a cup, a plate, a bowl and 2 spoons, is BPA-free and can be put
in the dishwasher but not the microwave.
Giftware 5704976086727 £29.99

Giftware – Other Ranges
Safari Dining Set - 100% Melamine
Super cute dining set with beautiful motifs of the safari animals. Set contains a cup, a
plate with 4 compartments, a bowl and 2 spoons, which are BPA-free and can be put in
the dishwasher but not the microwave.
Giftware 5704976065302 £25.99 January 2018 Barbo Toys

Wood Friends - 4 room Melamine set 100 % Melamine
Wood Friends dinner set, designed with cute forest animals. Set contains a cup, a plate
with 4 compartments, a bowl and 2 spoons, which are BPA-free and can be put in the
dishwasher but not the microwave.
Giftware 5704976053965 £25.99
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Gazelle Book Services Order Form - (Books listed alphabetically by title)
Title
Animal Learning game Learn the Alphabet
Body Puzzle - Boy
Deco Puzzle Dog
Deco Puzzle Pirate
Deco Puzzle Princess
Game Box
Little Bright Ones - 3 Puzzle - Construction
Little Bright Ones - 3 Puzzle - Dinosaur
Little Bright Ones - 3 Puzzle - Unicorn
Little Bright Ones - Baby Soft Ball
Little Bright Ones - Wooden Puzzle - Play
Little Bright Ones - Wooden Puzzle - Transport
Little My Bamboo Melamine Bowl 16cm
Little My Bamboo Melamine Plate 21cm
Little My Bamboo Melamine Tumbler 8cm
Little My Puzzle
Little Woodies - Bingo
Little Woodies - Lotto
Little Woodies - Memo
Little Woodies - Mikado
Little Woodies - Soft Ball
Little Woodies - Tic Tac Toe
Little Woodies - Yatzy
Masha and the Bear - 2 puzzles
Masha and the Bear - 3 Spoon Set
Masha and the Bear - Bowl 16 cm
Masha and the Bear - Deco Puzzle
Masha and the Bear - Deco Puzzle Masha
Masha and the Bear - Memo
Masha and the Bear - Plate 21.5 cm
Masha and the Bear - Tumbler 10 cm
Masha and the Bear Placemats
Masha and the Bear Placemats
Miffy Stickers - Farm
Miffy Stickers - Friends forever
Miffy Stickers - Party time
Miffy Stickers - Playtime
Moomin - Hammer Bench
Moomin - Stacking Rings
Moomin - Xylophone

Format

ISBN

Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Giftware
Giftware
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Stickers
Stickers
Stickers
Stickers
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle

5704976058618
5704976059417
5704976058519
5704976058526
5704976058533
5704976059691
5704976055136
5704976055143
5704976055150
5704976055051
5704976055303
5704976055310
5704976073161
5704976073116
5704976073154
5704976066033
5704976054078
5704976054085
5704976054061
5704976054115
5704976054054
5704976054092
5704976054108
5704976076216
5704976076148
5704976076117
5704976076087
5704976076070
5704976076018
5704976076100
5704976076131
5704976076162
5704976076155
5704976099420
5704976099437
5704976099413
5704976099406
5704976072812
5704976072805
5704976072799

RRP
(£)
11.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
29.99
11.99
11.99
11.99
8.99
14.99
14.99
8.99
8.99
8.99
21.99
11.99
11.99
11.99
7.99
8.99
11.99
11.99
14.99
11.99
7.99
18.99
18.99
11.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
25.99
29.99
25.99

Qty

Total

Gazelle Book Services Order Form - (Books listed alphabetically by title)
Title
Moomin & Family Stickers
Moomin & Friends Stickers
Moomin & The Sea Puzzle
Moomin 4 Wooden Puzzles in Box
Moomin 4 wooden puzzles in box NEW w. Tammi
Moomin Adventure Stickers
Moomin and Moominmamma Deco Puzzle
Moomin and The Big Wood Quest
Moomin Bamboo Mealtime set, 3 pcs #OURSEA
Moomin Bamboo Melamine 3 Spoon set
Moomin Bamboo Melamine 3 Spoon set #OURSEA
Moomin Bamboo Melamine Bowl 16cm
Moomin Bamboo Melamine Bowl 16cm #OURSEA
Moomin Bamboo Melamine Plate 21cm
Moomin Bamboo Melamine Plate 24cm #OURSEA
Moomin Bamboo Melamine Tumbler 8cm
Moomin Bamboo Melamine Tumbler 8cm #OURSEA
Moomin BIG wooden figurine
Moomin Boing ball - soft ball with sound
Moomin House Deco Puzzle
Moomin Meet My Friends - Moominvalley at the
Seaside
Moomin Meet my Friends - Moominvalley Friends
Moomin Memo - Square
Moomin Memory Game
Moomin On Wheels - Pull along Moomin
Moomin Soft Bowling set
Moomin Stacking Cubes
Moomin Stacking Cubes Classic
Moomin Wooden Blocks
Moomin Wooden Figurine
Moomin Wooden Fishing Game
Moomin Wooden Fishing Game - Tammi
Moomin Wooden Frame Puzzle - Fishing
Moomin Wooden Frame Puzzle - Picnic
Moominmamma & Moominpappa Puzzle
Moominmamma BIG wooden figurine
Moominmamma Wooden Figurine
Moominpappa BIG wooden figurine
Moominpappa Wooden Figurine
Moomins - #OURSEA Board Game

Format

ISBN

Stickers
Stickers
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Stickers
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle

5704976071211
5704976071204
5704976066040
5704976072751
5704976072768
5704976071228
5704976066064
5704976072355
5704976073314
5704976073130
5704976073093
5704976073123
5704976073079
5704976073109
5704976073062
5704976073147
5704976073086
5704976067511
5704976072621
5704976066057
9788742550427

Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle

9788742550410
5704976071112
5704976071082
5704976072867
5704976072607
5704976072508
5704976072539
5704976072744
5704976067313
5704976072713
5704976072706
5704976072782
5704976072775
5704976066026
5704976067535
5704976067337
5704976067528
5704976067320
5704976072461

RRP
(£)
4.99
4.99
21.99
18.99
18.99
4.99
21.99
25.99
25.99
11.99
13.99
8.99
8.99
8.99
8.99
8.99
8.99
25.99
14.99
21.99
22.99
22.99
11.99
11.99
52.99
37.99
25.99
25.99
52.99
4.99
25.99
25.99
14.99
14.99
21.99
25.99
4.99
25.99
4.99
26.99

Qty

Total

Gazelle Book Services Order Form - (Books listed alphabetically by title)
Title
Moomins - #OURSEA Memory Game
Moomins - #OURSEA Puzzle
Moomins - 3 Puzzles
Moomins - Learn to Count
Moomins - Learn to Count Puzzle
Moomin's Big Pancake Quest
Moomin's Big Tidy Up
Moomins Bring-a-Long House
Moomins Domino
Moomins Floor Puzzle
Moomins Little My BIG wooden figurine
Moomins Little My Wooden Figurine
Moomins Lotto
Moomins Puzzle
Moomins Round Memory Game
Moomins Snorkmaiden BIG wooden figurine
Moomins Snorkmaiden Wooden Figurine
Moomins Snufkin Wooden figurine
Moomins Wooden Figurines - 5 pcs set
Moominvalley Stickers
My Little Toy Box - Christmas
My Little Toy Box - Dinosaur
My Little Toy Box - Fairytale - Princess and Fairies
My Little Toy Box - Police
My Little Toy Box - Ponies and Unicorns
Noah's Ark Deco Puzzle
Noah's Ark Memo
Our Big World
Pippi - Look and Remember
Pippi 4 Tumbler set - 100% Melamine
Pippi Fishing Game
Pippi Longstocking & Friends Stickers - 130 pcs
Pippi Longstocking & Villa Villekulla Stickers - 140 pcs
Pippi Longstocking 100% melamine dining set (5pc)
Pippi Melamine bowl 16 cm
Pippi Melamine large plate 21 cm
Pippi Spoon 13.5 cm, 3 in a set
Pippi Stacking Cubes
Pippi Tumbler 8 cm
Safari Bingo

Format

ISBN

Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Stickers
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Giftware
Toy/Puzzle
Stickers
Stickers
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Giftware
Toy/Puzzle
Giftware
Toy/Puzzle

5704976072447
5704976072454
5704976071051
5704976070504
5704976071129
5704976072362
5704976072379
5704976072300
5704976071068
5704976066125
5704976067542
5704976067351
5704976071075
5704976066019
5704976071044
5704976067559
5704976067344
5704976067368
5704976067306
5704976071235
5704976064114
5704976064282
5704976064275
5704976064268
5704976064251
5704976057758
5704976057772
5704976058496
5704976086079
5704976086758
5704976086048
5704976086208
5704976086215
5704976086727
5704976086116
5704976086109
5704976086130
5704976086000
5704976086123
5704976065067

RRP
(£)
14.99
22.99
11.99
11.99
11.99
25.99
25.99
52.99
11.99
21.99
22.99
4.99
11.99
21.99
13.99
25.99
4.99
4.99
14.99
4.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
21.99
14.99
25.99
25.99
22.99
22.99
4.99
4.99
29.99
7.99
7.99
11.99
25.99
7.99
11.99

Qty

Total

Gazelle Book Services Order Form - (Books listed alphabetically by title)
Title

Format

ISBN

Safari Dining Set - 100% Melamine
Safari Memo
Safari Tic Tac Toe
Safari Yatzy
Smurf Deco Puzzle Girl
Smurf Stickers - Baby
Smurf Stickers - Back to School
Smurf Stickers - Girls
Smurf Stickers - Music
Smurf Stickers - Sport
Stacking Cubes Safari
Wacky Wonders - 3 Puzzles
Wacky Wonders - Tell the Time / Lær Klokken
Wacky Wonders - Tell Time Activity Book
Wacky Wonders - Wooden puzzle - 123
Wacky Wonders - Wooden puzzle - Animals
Wacky Wonders Memo
Wood Friends - 4 room Melamine set 100 % Melamin

Giftware
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Stickers
Stickers
Stickers
Stickers
Stickers
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Toy/Puzzle
Giftware

5704976065302
5704976065050
5704976065081
5704976065098
5704976082224
5704976080039
5704976080053
5704976080022
5704976080015
5704976080046
5704976055372
5704976063285
5704976063292
5704976063766
5704976063728
5704976063704
5704976063780
5704976053965

RRP
(£)
25.99
11.99
11.99
11.99
18.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
25.99
13.99
13.99
7.99
14.99
14.99
13.99
25.99

Qty

Total

